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Introduction: One of the best-known products of traditional Algarve sweets is “doce fino ”, small fantasy cakes in shape of

flowers, fruits and animals [1]. In spite of the importance of the consume of almonds [2], this sweet has a very high caloric

value due to the amount of sugar (65,5 g/unit) and fat (24,5 g/unit)[3], and its consumption should be moderate. The current

consumption trends aim to reduce the amount of sugar and fats and the replacement of animal protein by plant alternatives.

Material and methods: Eggs and food colorants were

substituted by pumpkin, oranges and spinach. The late used

as colorant. Orange flour permit the utilization of orange

peel. “Flor do Algarve” was assembled putting pumpkin

threads and nuggets in the center, involved by base dough,

forming flower petal. Sepals were added using green dough.

Orange flour was used to sprinkle the petals, giving a sense of

gold. A panel of 30 trained assessors was used to determine

the similarity of the final product with “doce fino” and its

acceptability.

Conclusion: “Flor do Algarve” can be an alternative to “doce fino”. The use of orange peel, which is usually a by-product of

the food industry, to produce orange flour and orange nuggets, contributes to reduce food waste, thus contributing to the

objectives of sustainable development

Objective: To develop a new product (flor do Algarve), replacing some of the ingredients traditionally used , in “doce fino” for

products of vegetable origin, preferably endogenous from Algarve, creating an alternative to traditional sweets presented as

vegetarian, healthy and safe, but continuing to be interesting from a visual and organoleptic point of view.

Results: The obtained “flor do Algarve” presented similar

organoleptic and visual characteristics to “doce fino”. 93.3 %

of the trained assessors declared to accept the product.

During the development of “flor do Algarve”, other new

products were obtained such as dehydrated orange peel

flour and orange nuggets, which presented a high

gastronomic interest, since they could be used to prepare

other recipes, constituting an important add value to this

project.
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